
Beflexx vacuum cleaner 230 volt 
Installation and user instructions 
 
 
 
This manual covers the installation of the Beflexx vacuum cleaner in your vehicle, according 
to Body Builder Guidelines. It also provides the necessary information for regular maintenance and 
troubleshooting in the unlikely event that it will be needed. For further information please contact 
your local authorized distributor. When using any electric appliance, basic precautions should be 
followed, including the following. Read all instructions before using this vacuum cleaner system. Use 
only as described in this manual. 
 
The Beflexx vacuum system is designed and manufactured to remove normal household dust and dirt 
out of your vehicle and must be connected to 230 volts, 3.5 amps nom. Do not vacuum clean 
fluids/moist/damps/gasses/burning or smoking materials. Do not use while the vehicle is in motion, 
so while driving or boating.  
 
The unit has to be given proper maintenance. It is advisable to periodically check the filter and clean 
as required by air or replacement of the filter when it is dry. After use of five vacuum bags it is 
advised to replace the filter. A full dust bag must be replaced (dry). When returning parts, the 
shipping and packaging costs come on behalf of the sender. 
 
Do not use the Beflexx vacuum cleaner without dust bag or filter in place. Make sure that the filter is 
clean, in order to avoid motor overheating. Dirty filters have to be replaced immediately. In case of 
overheating, the motor will shut down automatically. This Thermal Cutoff will take 10-25 minutes. 
Check fuse in case of loss of power supply. Avoid blocking the ventilation outlets, motor unit and 
pipes. Inadequate ventilation will make the engine overheat. Install the motor unit with at least one 
side 10 cm from the floor/ceiling/wall etc.. Do not use the system if one or more openings are 
blocked.  
 
Warranty has to be negotiated with the distributor. This warranty covers the electrical components 
and manufacturing defects and does not cover seals, filters and cables. The warranty only applies 
under normal household use and regular maintenance of the Beflexx vacuum system. 
 
The warranty does not cover any damages to motor units without serial number or if the serial 
number can not be read; damage caused by improper use or normal wear of the product; damage 
after repair with non-original parts or damage that has been repaired by an unauthorized person. For 
more information or to order parts, go to www.beflexx.com. 
 
Enjoy the ride in your vehicle cleaned by Beflexx! 
 
Dimensions Beflexx motor unit 17 X 17 X 28 cm.  
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